Donors Report
1981-1982
The overwhelming success of the Campaign for Excellence coupled with continued support from the annual fund is heartening to all of us at Suffolk University and again illustrates the commitment and loyalty of alumni and friends of this institution.

The magnificent, newly renovated Frank Sawyer Building at 8 Ashburton Place and the recently refurbished Frank J. Donahue Building and the Archer and the Fenton Buildings are the fruits of an endeavor that resulted in more than 2,600 pledges from alumni and friends, including major support from the corporate and philanthropic community. At the same time, the University's annual fund brought in more than $80,000 during the 1981-1982 fiscal year. It is certainly clear evidence of the growing support that the University has in its commitment to provide high-quality education at modest cost.

As chairman of the Campaign for Excellence, I give special thanks to the many people who worked with me during the campaign: President Daniel H. Perlman, President Emeritus Thomas A. Fulham, as well as my colleagues on the Board of Trustees and the many alumni and staff volunteers who gave of their time to help make this campaign the most successful in the University's history. Without their cooperation and effort, the campaign never would have achieved its goal.

The generosity of our donors not only insured completion of our $12 million Facilities Development Program on schedule and within budget, but it also paved the way for the University to explore newer and wider educational dimensions and to hold its head high in the academic community.

Again, my thanks to all for your tireless and unselfish efforts.
This has been a year of great progress and achievement for Suffolk University. I am pleased to report to you on the highlights.

The Campaign for Excellence, publicly launched in the Spring of 1980 under the leadership of John S. Howe, who in June 1981 became chairman of the Board, was successfully concluded in January 1982 with a total of $3.6 million raised; over 30 percent more than our original goal. In all, over 2,200 alumni pledged a total of $1,144,000 to the campaign.

The campaign was used to finance the University's much needed facilities development and renovation program. Three of the University's older buildings—Donahue, Archer and Fenton—have been extensively renovated. In addition, the twelve-story building at 8 Ashburton Place has been completely rehabilitated and reopened as the Frank Sawyer Building. The new building was formally dedicated by Governor Edward J. King on April 29, 1982, the University's Charter Day. The Sawyer Building contains thirty-three classrooms; approximately 150 faculty and administrative offices; the multi-level Mildred F. Sawyer Library, which was also dedicated on that day and is now used by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and by the School of Management; the John P. Chase Computer Center and a spacious student cafeteria.

Following the move to the Sawyer Building, the town house at 45-47 Mount Vernon Street—home of the School of Management during the decade of the 1970s—was sold for conversion to residential use. The University was also able to relinquish costly rental space.

Other facilities completed during the renovation of the Archer and Fenton Buildings include the spacious E. Albert Pallot Law Library which expands the seating and book capacity of the law school library, now regarded as a major research library in Anglo-American law; the C. Edward Rowe Law Classroom on the ground floor of the Donahue Building; the Edward I. Masterman Law Student Lounge; new teaching laboratories for the physics, biology and computer science programs; renovated classrooms and offices, as well as lounges and meeting rooms for students and faculty. The quality of the University's educational facilities has never been higher. At the same time, we are continuing to strengthen the faculty with the appointment of scholars who are dedicated to teaching. Two new full-time faculty were appointed in the Law School, four in the School of Management and eight, including replacements for several who had left the University, in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

The University was awarded a grant of $250,000 from the U.S. Department of Education under the Strengthening Developing Institutions program to support various academic and administrative improvements in fulfillment of a long-range plan. The
grant has been used to strengthen the Placement Office, to develop a Learning Resource Center for students needing extra help, and to start new programs in various fields.

Other special grants and programs include: a contract with the federally supported Council on Legal Education Opportunity to conduct a six-week "head start" program for students from disadvantaged backgrounds who plan to study law; a grant of $75,000 under the Public Service Fellowships program, which provided fellowship support for nine women and minority students to study public management; two grants to the Sociology Department—one to develop a new course in urban sociology, the other to develop an internship program for students.

Suffolk University continues to fulfill its mission of providing educational opportunities for students from families of modest means. Suffolk University has maintained the lowest tuition of any independent senior university in the area.

In addition, many students qualify for scholarship support. Approximately 85 percent of the full-time undergraduate students receive some form of financial aid.

Suffolk University students continue to excel in academic competitions of all kinds. Law School students entered five national moot court competitions this year, winning first-place awards in the Northeast Regional competition of the Jessup International Law Moot Court and the Patent Law Moot Court. The undergraduate debate team took second place in the New England/New York district. The University continued the celebration of its 75th anniversary with festivities on September 19—Founder's Day—at which "heritage medallions" were awarded to various people who made special contributions to the University's development in earlier years: Gleason Archer, Sr. (accepted by his widow, Mrs. Polly Archer); Carrola Bryant (accepted by her niece); The Honorable Frank J. Donahue (accepted by his grandnephew); The Honorable John E. Fenton, Sr. (accepted by his son); Catharine Finnegan; John Griffin (accepted by his daughter); and Dorothy McNamara. Academic colloquia were held in each school to celebrate the anniversary. At the diamond jubilee law alumni banquet, Dean David Sargent addressed a gathering of over 600 attorneys and judges, most of whom are graduates of Suffolk University Law School, on the subject of the report of the Kutak Committee of the American Bar Association.

The University again ended the year with a balanced budget. Suffolk University is in a strong position to face the challenges of the years ahead. Greater support from alumni, foundations and friends is needed, however, to enable the University to fulfill its potential as a major urban university.

As president, I want to express the gratitude of the students, the faculty and the trustees to the alumni for their support of the University. Suffolk University has a dedicated faculty and administrative staff, whose efforts have made possible the realization of the achievements reported here and other improvements in the University's quality and scope of service. We greatly appreciate the continued interest and support of the alumni as we advance the ability of Suffolk University to fulfill its mission of educational service.

Dr. Daniel H. Perlman
President
Having finished my eighteenth year at Suffolk University, I look back on a period of the most dramatic changes of my tenure.

On July 1 of 1981, we accepted three floors of the Sawyer Building from the contractor and moved the administrative offices from Charles River Plaza, including the Office of the Vice President/Treasurer, Accounting, Development, Payroll, Personnel, Career Planning and Placement, College Registrar, and Financial Aid.

In August, we moved the Admissions Office and the Sociology Department from the town house at 56 Temple Street to the Sawyer Building. The School of Management moved during the last two weeks of August, and the old facility at 45-47 Mt. Vernon Street was sold to a developer and returned to the tax rolls, as previously agreed with the zoning board of the City of Boston.

In August, we acquired a second Prime 750 computer, and we have expanded from 26 to 146 terminals in four years.

On September 1, we accepted floors three through twelve in the Sawyer Building just in time for the opening of classes, and in December we moved the College Library into the Sawyer Building. At the start of the spring term in January of 1982, the new Mildred F. Sawyer Library opened to the University community. The portion of the total cost of $9,985,000 for the Sawyer Building allocated to the library was $2,800,000, representing the University's strong commitment to academic excellence.

Because the Sawyer Building did not exceed the budget and because the capital campaign was so successful, the trustees authorized the additional remodeling projects to move ahead by six months. Consequently, the University renovated the basement floor of the Donahue Building into two modern, well-equipped, attractive classrooms and a cafeteria for the Law School. The Law School also gained additional faculty office space by acquiring the use of the town house at 56 Temple Street, formerly occupied by the CLAS/SOM Admissions Office. Work commenced on the new E. Albert Pallot Law Library, a new law student lounge, new and larger facilities for the Law Review and the Transnational Law Journal, and new faculty offices in the area formerly occupied by the College Library. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences obtained a new physics laboratory and two new biology laboratories, an art studio, a computer science terminal room, a science lecture hall, a faculty lounge, and general office and conference space. Also, the ground floor of the Fenton Building was restored for use as a student lounge. The cost of all these improvements was $1,481,000.

During the year, we completed the installation of a new telecommunications system which included our own microwave system which creates an integrated connector to all four of the University's major buildings with our privately owned electronic telephone switch. This system is estimated to have saved almost $67,000 in its first year. The cost of the system will be paid off in less than two years. This project was selected as a winner of the Cost Reduction Incentive Award for 1982 in the program sponsored by the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the U.S. Steel Foundation. The University received an award of $2,500 for this achievement.

Your generosity in the past has helped Suffolk University to substantially rehabilitate its physical facilities. Your continued support is needed to maintain and enhance our facilities to ensure that Suffolk remains an aggressively competitive private urban university.

Francis X. Flannery
Vice President/Treasurer
Statement of Current Funds: Revenues, Expenditures and Other Changes
Year Ended June 30, 1982

CURRENT FUND REVENUES
$19,215,263

CURRENT FUND EXPENDITURES
AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS
$19,172,246

Private Gifts and Grants*
Other Sources
Investment Income

Tuition & Fees

Instruction
Public Service

Expended for Plant Facilities
Scholarships & Fellowships
Transfers Among Funds
Student Services
Operations & Maintenance

Academic Support
Institutional Support

* Total gifts and grants amounted to $1,536,776. Gifts totaling $5,000 or more amounted to $1,256,692 and went directly to the Reserve for Renewals and Replacements, and the balance of $280,084 was credited to the Current Fund. A Title III grant for developing institutions in the amount of $250,000 was received from the government, and as of June 30, 1982 $105,100 had been requested and received, covering expenditures to that date. This was credited to Restricted Funds.

Compiled by the office of Francis X. Flannery, Vice President/Treasurer
In this 1981-1982 Report to the Donors, Suffolk University confirms the establishment of the Office of Institutional Advancement to place the offices of Alumni Activities, Development, and Public Relations securely in an organizational context that reflects the University’s own maturity.

Suffolk is, nevertheless, a relatively young institution, with all the energy, flexibility, and optimism that youth implies. What is exciting about Suffolk is that the University has a clear sense of what it is and where it is going, and a sense of self-esteem that is neither brash nor timid. The validity of this confidence is borne out by the increasing numbers of alumni, foundations, corporations, and other friends whose enthusiasm for Suffolk is described in these pages.

Of special note is the fact that membership in the various giving clubs is on the rise. This trend, in which we observe a strong and steady effort on the part of all of Suffolk’s supporting constituencies to increase their philanthropic commitments to the University, allows us to recognize an expanding category of donors who make gifts of $1,000 and more. These alumni and friends will in future be designated as members of “Summa,” a term which, in the academic world, denotes achievement of the highest rank. Members of Summa will be invited to a formal pre-Commencement banquet at which the University will honor its honorary degree recipients of the current year. Other activities, such as smaller, more informal receptions to meet new faculty, will also be introduced.

A primary task of the members of the Office of Institutional Advancement is to fulfill their functions as communicators, constantly to create and refine activities that generate understanding and involvement in the enterprise of Suffolk University, and to broaden the base of leaders who are committed to Suffolk’s programs and its institutional mission.

This task is made less complicated by the fact that more and more Suffolk alumni/ae are achieving distinction in their chosen fields. As Suffolk alumni/ae in their personal careers reflect favorably on their University, Suffolk itself becomes more visible as the valuable and contributive institution we know it to be.

The quality of Suffolk’s alumni/ae, as of its students, faculty and administrative staff, is the University’s most important asset. What might be called “The Case for Suffolk” is further enhanced when this quality is paired with the University’s demonstrated record of prudent and responsible management.

The University has solid reason to anticipate a bright future. Its confidence is rooted in a past where realism always prevailed whatever the economic weather and which has always proven to be the successful course.

Joseph M. Kelley
Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Annual Law Fund
During the 1981-1982 fiscal year, some 550 Law alumni/ae gave more than $35,000 to the Seventh Annual Law Fund. Continued participation by Law alumni/ae is particularly encouraging, occurring as it did in the year when the Campaign for Excellence went over its goal to a total of $3.6 million.

I am confident, as I go out of office, that the success of the capital campaign will carry over to the Eighth Annual Law Fund, helping to expand the base of support needed to insure that scholarship and library needs are met.

It has been an honor and a privilege to have been National Chairman for my fellow Law alumni/ae for the past three years. I extend sincere appreciation to all the volunteers and the University.

I am also grateful to the alumni, Dean Sargent, and President Perlman for the support and assistance they have extended to me.

With many thanks,

Walter H. McLaughlin
National Chairman

The Advocates Society

THE ADVOCATES SOCIETY is the designation given to Suffolk University Law alumni/ae and friends who undertake philanthropic responsibility for the Law School by making gifts of $500 or more to the Annual Fund. The group, which has each year increased its membership, includes men and women who have a special concern for the quality of legal education offered by Suffolk University.

Susan B. Alevizos, JD'78
Theodore Alevizos, JD'66
George T. Andrews, JD'74
Harry Ankeles, JD'58
Dorothy A. Antonelli, JD'59, HON'78
Harold A. Beaudoin, JD'56
Peter L. Bell, JD'32
Robert J. Bevilacqua, JD'52
Paul L. Bonville, JD'38
Alexander A. Bove, JD'67
Marianne B. Bowler, JD'76
Ellis F. Brown, JD'38
Thomas J. Brown
D.J. Burke, JD'42
Charles Burkin, JD'51
Barbara G. Cameron, JD'67
Lawrence L. Cameron, JD'51, HON'67
Francesco Caprio, JD'65
John J. Carty, JD'34
Leonard Clarkin, JD'69
Joseph E. Coffey, JD'73
John F. Collins, JD'41, HON'62
Dennis J. Conry, JD'72
William H. Corrente, JD
Howard R. Croll, JD'73
Edward T. Crossen, BA'55, JD'66
Francis P. Cullen, JD'50
Albert F. Curran, JD'49
Michael A. D'Avolio, JD'53
Edward G. Daher, JD'61
James M. Delaney, JD'56
Charles R. Desmarais, JD'37
Gerard F. Doherty, JD'60
John Z. Doherty, JD'30
Henry C. Donnelly, JD'51
John J. Donovan, JD'59
Neil R. Driscoll, JD'60
John J. Droney, JD'42, LLM'47
David Dunn, BS'66, JD'70
Philip J. Durkin, JD'30
Daniel J. Fern, JD'31
Armand Fernandes, JD'64
Robert J. Fleming, BA'64, JD'68
Vincent A. Fulmer, HON'71
Paul A. Gargano, BA'60, JD'63
Benjamin Gargill, JD'31
Andre W. Gargiulo, JD'72
Richard A. Gargiulo, JD'67
John A. Gifford, JD'36
Irving Goodman, JD'50
Samuel H. Gurvitz, JD'26
Edward C. Hamaty, JD'38
Edward B. Hanify, HON'60
William E. Hassan, JD'65
Jeanne M. Hession, JD'56, HON'74
Virginia A. Hoefling, JD'80
John G. Hommel, BS'B'72, JD'76
Richard P. Howe, JD'62
Albert L. Hutton, JD'55
Sam M. Ianzito, JD'32
Stephen T. Keefe, JD'49
Alexander M. Lachiattto, JD'63
Thomas J. Lane, JD'25, HON'53
John P. Linehan, JD'50
James F. Linnehan, JD'56
The Templars

THE TEMPLARS, whose title recalls the informal nickname given to British students of law, are alumni/ae who demonstrate their special loyalty to Suffolk University Law School through annual contributions of between $100 and $499. The Templars, led by The Honorable Walter H. McLauighlin JD ’30, DJS ’71, LLD ’77, have expanded their ranks consistently during their six years of existence.

James W. Agoritsas, JD’76
Peter Aloisi, JD’72
William C. Amidon
J. C. Amrhein, JD’74
David L. Ankeles, JD’70
Benjamin Apkin, JD’41
Leonard N. Augello, AA’49, JD’52
Robert M. Bailey, JD’71
Edward J. Bander
Nicholas Barbadoro, JD’38
Salvatore J. Basile, JD’39, LLM’42
Haiganush R. Bedrosian, JD’71
Howard M. Berger, JD’74
Bruce E. Bergman, JD’69
Morton Berlan, JD’78
Brian M. Berman, JD’69
David F. Bernardin, JD’68
Robert J. Bevilacqua, JD’52
Maurice S. Birnbach, JD’28
Kathleen H. Blackburn, JD’72

Donald T. Bliss, JD’70
Margaret Blizzard, JD’63
Paul L. Bonville, JD’38
Jack Bortock, JD’41
Herbert W. Boudreaux, JD’74
Edward J. Boyle, JD’50
Vito A. Bracciale, JD’70
John B. Brennan, JD’41
John L. Brennan, JD’35
Charles W. Brids, AA’48, JD’51
Jacob J. Brier, JD’40
Robert E. Brooks, BA’68, JD’74
George A. Brown, JD’54
Patricia I. Brown, BA’55, JD’65
Richard W. Brown, JD’67
John S. Brunero, JD’76
Paul V. Buckley, BA’61, JD’63
James H. Burns, JD’54
Edward J. Bushell, JD’26, HON’76
Elaine M. Callahan, JD’80
John N. Calvino, JD’67
Barbara G. Cameron, JD’67
Levin H. Campbell, HON ’75
Robert J. Canavan, BA’64, JD’66
J. M. Cantore, JD’71
William F. Caples, JD’74
Guy A. Carbone, JD’74
Andrew H. Card, JD’58
Calvin C. Carr, JD’76
Edward J. Carroll, JD’68
Joseph B. Carty, JD’72
Gary F. Casaly, JD’71
Paul J. Cavanaugh, BA’57, JD’59
David F. Cavers, HON’57
Walter E. Chambers, JD’71
Richard H. Chase, JD’42
Paul Cherecwich, JD’71
Ronald J. Chisholm, JD’57
Anthony A. Cipriano, JD’68
Salvatore J. Ciccarelli, JD’67
Leonard Clarkin, JD’69
Richard I. Clayman, JD’72
Arthur G. Coffey, JD’49
Gerald M. Cohen, JD’73
Harold Cohen, JD’55
Joseph H. Cohen, JD’77
Lawrence P. Cohen, JD’69
Morris Coles, JD’50
Neil F. Colleran, JD’78
Bernard J. Conlin, JD’77
Benjamin T. Connolly, JD’53
George N. Covett, JD’39
Paul R. Cox, JD’63
Bernard T. Coyle, JD’78
Richard M. Creamer, JD’67
Charles H. Cremens, JD’71
Antone B. Cruz, JD’74
Eugene L. Cuneo, JD’25
Jay J. Curley, JD’70
Louis A. Cyr, JD’50
Mary E. Dacey, JD’78
Linda S. Dalianis, JD’74
J. D. Damico, JD’69
Pauline Dana-Bashian, JD’71
Phillip M. Davis, JD’66
More than 800 persons attended the 1982 Suffolk University Law School Annual Alumni Dinner held on December 9 at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel. Honored guests for the dinner were the Justices of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. John E. Powers, Clerk of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court was keynote speaker. Receiving Distinguished Alumni Awards were Nicholas Barbadoro, JD’38, Clerk of Courts, Norfolk County and Stephen R. Famiglietti, JD’72, Assistant Attorney General, State of Rhode Island.

Dorothy M. McNamara, past alumni secretary, received a special award for her contribution to the Law School over the years.
1919
*Abraham C. Rome

1923
*James M. McElroy
*Vincent Mottola
James A. Muhall, HON '68

1924
*Anthony A. Bonzagni
*Harry S. Horne
*Walter J. MacDonald
John J. McDonough
Sheridan J. Thorup, HON '55

1925
Eugene L. Cuneo
Harry Kalus, HON '69
Thomas J. Lane
*J. Leonard Smith
Roger F. Turner
Frederick R. Walsh

1926
Edward J. Bushell
*Samuel H. Gurvitz
Moses H. Nahigian
C. Edward Rowe, HON '69

1927
David Davidson
Issidore M. Libman
David S. Miller
*Harry H. Toltz

1928
*Maurice S. Birnbach
*Herman Newburg
Edward I. Perkins
Henry E. Quarles
*Abner R. Siison

1929
Frederick J. Bernacchi
Robert Finn
*Charles W. Goloboy
A. Bentley Kurtis
*Arthur A. O'Shea

1930
Donald S. Di Buono
*John Z. Doherty
Timothy J. Donovan
*Philip J. Durkin
*Frederick A. Harkins
Edward E. Hunkins
*George H. Lemay
Walter H. McClaughlin, HON '77
Leonard Novick
Samuel Pearl
Peter J. Powlatis
Joshua I. Seidman, LLM
*Jacob Whitkin

1931
Richard Comerford
Thomas J. Coyle
Daniel J. Fern
John J. Gardner
Benjamin Gargill
*John Henry Johnson
George J. Leary
*Herman Leverthal
*Richard F. Martin
*Frank P. Metcalf

1932
Peter L. Bell
*Hayward S. Houghton
*Sam M. Ianzito
*Chester W. Kneeland
Marcellus D. Lemaire
Francis Scannell
*James Abbott Vaughn

1933
*George E. Dewley
Joseph M. Flanagan
Hyman Jacobson
*William F. Keith

1934
*John J. Carty
*John E. Dick
*Ernest K. Edie, Jr.
*Barnard G. Ferguson
John B. Jenney
William J. LaPay
*Thomas E. Leen
Roy C. Papalia
*Allan G. Whitehead

1935
William M. Benjamin
John L. Brennan
Leo A. Gesselin
Joseph P. Graham, HON '59
*George N. Haffty
Harry M. Lack
Jerome A. Polcari
Nelson F. Schlegel

1936
Benjamin Allan Friedman
John A. Gifford
Robert J. Larkin
Edward T. Martin, HON '77
*Anthony Serra
*H. Edward Snow
Millard H. Tibbetts

1937
*Charles R. Desmarais
*Paul H. Fitzgerald
George Goldstein
*Paul A. MacDonald
*Thomas W. Quigley
*William S. Silsbey, Jr.
Paul T. Smith, HON '60
*William R. L. Strath
*Christopher Tate, LLM '38
*Mario T. Villanti

1938
*Nicholas Barbadoro
Neddo E. Barrasso
*Paul L. Bonville
Ellis F. Browne
*Paul G. Donahue
Arthur G. Fiaiberty
Edward C. Hanaty
Donworth D. Johnson
*Paul J. Leahy
Lawrence Pasquale
William J. Robinson
Charles Eliot Sands
*Christopher Tate, JD '37, LLM
*Francis E. White

1939
Salvatore J. Basile, LLM '42
George N. Covett
Thomas I. Harkins
*John F. O'Donoghue
*Paul J. Perocchi, LLM '48
William P. Shaughnessy
Christian J. Stier
Joseph E. Yelle

1940
Benjamin Apkin
Paul P. Baronas
Jacob Brier
*Robert F. Buckley
*Giacomo Cacciatore
Jerome P. McCallum
John J. McColgan
Mario Mesi
Frank J. Rindone
Emil Smaha
*Daniel J. Toomey

1941
Benjamin Apkin
Jack Bortleck
John B. Brennan
Ernest J. Brown
John F. Collins, HON '62
Vincent M. Defeudis
Paul J. Dolan
Frederic Gluck
*Richard A. Karem
John Kasper, Jr.
Charles A. Kelley
Bernard Lenhoff
*Alphonse Locke
*Harris C. Lockwood
*David B. McClane

Russell H. McGuirk, LLM '42
*Joseph F. O'Rourke
Philibert L. Pellegrini
*Jerome C. Pesella
Guy H. Principato
*William S. Silsbey, Sr., LLM
William X. Wall, Sr.

1942
Salvatore J. Basile, LLM, JD '39
D. Joseph Burke
Richard H. Chase
John J. Droney, LLM
*Alfred J. Gauland
John A. Irwin
John B. Mahoney
Russell H. McGuirk, LLM, JD '41
*Manuel V. McKenney
Harold H. Slate
Francis J. Tominey

1943
Edward J. Brady
John P. Donnelly
Stephen F. Lopiano, Jr.
*Henry G. Mullowney
*Arnold W. Olsson

1945
*Charles E. Megargel

1947
*Albert Auburn
Richard K. Gordon
Frank V. Phillippe
Joseph R. Santos

1948
John F. Connolly
Libby G. Fulgione
James A. Mulhesin, Jr.
*Elmer R. Noyer
*Paul J. Perocchi, LLM, JD '39
*Joseph P. Restuccia

1949
Michael R. Cappiello
Arthur G. Coffey
*Donald A. Cole
James I. Constantine
Albert E. Curran
Alfonso M. D'Apuzzo
Edmund K. Daly, Jr.
Daniel J. Donovan
Stephen T. Keefe, Jr.
Arthur Montuori, BA '46
John Onesian
*Bilhu Pearlman
Thomas G. Reilly
Nicholas J. Vergados

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence
1972

Peter Aloisi  
Glenn K. Armstrong  
William N. Barty, Jr.  
Richard Berman  
Blaise P. Berthiaume  
Gerard C. Bish  
Kathleen H. Blackburn  
*Mark B. Blozner  
Peter A. Borrok  
Vincent J. Campobasso  
Alfred J. Carolans  
*Joseph C. Carty, Jr.  
*Joseph T. Cefalo, Jr.  
Richard J. Clayman  
A. Richard Cohn  
Dennis J. Conry  
Robert S. Damiano  
James E. Deveney  
Robert W. Dick  
Robert E. Dickinson  
John T. Donoghue, BS '68  
Edward S. Englander  
Alan H. Etthson  
Brian J. Farrell  
*Charles L. Field  
Howard E. Freed  
Jeffrey B. Gale  
*Andrew W. Gargiulo  
Joseph P. Gaughan  
*Mary Ann Gilleece  
Dana Michael Goldman  
John T. Gorman, Jr.  
Robert Gorman  
Dale Grant  
Steven David Grushkin  
Michael Howard Handler  
William R. Harvey, II  
*Robert W. Hatch  
*Franklin H. Hopkins  
Jay Leon Horowitz, BSB '69, MBA '72  
Robert S. Jacobs, BA '69  
Howard M. Kahlas  
Walter P. Kalisz, Jr.  
Kevin William Kouri  
*Paul W. Kreswick  
Robert J. Lacey  
*Robert R. LaLancette  
William F. Lally  
George M. Landes  
Thomas C. Lane  
Francis Joseph Larkin  
Herschel M. Lerman  
*Warren G. Levensbaum  
Biagio L. Longo  
Joseph Losstraco  
Mark J. Lowenstein  
Herbert Malsky  
Grady Brunty McKillen  
*William P. Meehan  
John S. Miele  
Earl L. Miller  
Kenneth B. Monahan  
Lois Morse  
Timothy F. Murphy  
*Phillip D. O'Connell  
James M. O'Connor  
Kathleen Franklin O'Connor  
Thomas V. Orlandi, Jr.  
Robert Oso  
Robert Joseph O'Sullivan  
William F. Pagnano  
*Franklin Gerard Plicy  
Michael S. Raza  
Francis T. Reynolds  
E. Earle Rugg, Jr.  
*Richard L. Russman  
*Joseph J. Senna  
Thomas L. Sexton, BA '51  
*John L. Steele, Jr.  
Michael J. Tarshi  
*Paul E. Troy  
*Philip S. Vanhook  
Francine M. Vidockler  
Steven A. Whitkin  
Douglas L. Wicher  
David C. Williams  
Patrick J. Wood  
*Ronald A. Wysocki  
*Frank R. Zito

1973

William F. Barry  
*William C. Barton  
David A. Bash  
James T. Belliveau  
*Louis G. Bertucci, Jr.  
John J. Bevilacqua  
*Joseph C. Bork  
Richard L. Brickley, Jr.  
Charles J. Bunkley  
Charlotte C. Burrage  
*Mary Ann Gilleece  
Dana Michael Goldman  
John T. Gorman, Jr.  
Robert Gorman  
Dale Grant  
Steven David Grushkin  
Michael Howard Handler  
William R. Harvey, II  
*Robert W. Hatch  
*Franklin H. Hopkins  
Jay Leon Horowitz, BSB '69, MBA '72  
Robert S. Jacobs, BA '69  
Howard M. Kahlas  
Walter P. Kalisz, Jr.  
Kevin William Kouri  
*Paul W. Kreswick  
Robert J. Lacey  
*Robert R. LaLancette  
William F. Lally  
George M. Landes  
Thomas C. Lane  
Francis Joseph Larkin  
Herschel M. Lerman  
*Warren G. Levensbaum  
Biagio L. Longo  
Joseph Losstraco  
Mark J. Lowenstein  
Herbert Malsky  
Grady Brunty McKillen  
*William P. Meehan  
John S. Miele  
Earl L. Miller  
Kenneth B. Monahan  
Lois Morse  
Timothy F. Murphy  
*Phillip D. O'Connell  
James M. O'Connor  
Paul D. Harold  
Chester F. Hayes  
Frederick C. Heissenbuttel  
*Ronald F. Helhoski  
Lloyd N. Henderson  
Harry R. Hoglander  
Barrett A. Hurwitz  
Robert P. Keough  
Richard M. Lane  
Charles R. Levin  
Neal Randolph Lewis  
Michael J. Lukakis  
Bernard A. Manning  
*Mortimer McGrath  
John F. McLaughlin, Jr.,  
*Thomas R. Merlino  
John H. Michelmore  
Michael J. Nofi  
*John O'Day  
William K. O'Donnell  
John W. O'Keefe  
Patricia Pac  
James A. Paisley  
Howard J. Potosh  
*Mark H. Raider  
John C. Revens, Jr  
Lincoln K. Richards  
Dimitrios C. Rinos  
Kenneth C. Robbins  
Charles F. Rousseau  
Albert H. Russell, Jr.  
*Milton Schwartzberg  
Raymond E. Shawcross  
Alan B. Silver  
*John J. Skinner  
Mark L. Smith  
William J. Smith  
James B. Stinson  
*John W. Susen  
*Richard C. Tallo  
Robert I. Tatel  
Marie C. Taylor  
James J. Troisi  
John E. Warren  
Charles R. Webb  
Carliss K. Wells  
James H. Wick  

1974

*J. Christopher Amrhein  
John S. Anderson  
George T. Andrews  
Fames T. Angelos  
Gary G. Attmore  
Lewis B. Baer  
Donald S. Bailee  
Raymond E. Beard, Jr  
William M. Bennett  
Joseph A. Bevilacqua  
Joyce Black  
John L. Bonee  
Angela Haven Bonin  
Gerard F. Boudreau  
Herbert W. Boudreau, Jr.  
Edward J. Brennan, Jr.  
Robert E. Brooks
1977

James J. Alberino
John F. Aylmer
Samuel Azza
*Joseph T. Barron, Jr.
*John A. Beal
Howard M. Bloom
Anthony C. Bonavita
*Jane Brandon
Kenneth C. Brighton
Thomas M. Bruzzese
*Willard F. Bushy
David M. Butler
Thomas W. Carey
Barbara Deitch Cary
James P. Cleary, III
Joseph Cohen, Jr.
Paul B. Conley
Bernard J. Conlin
*Robert J. Connaughton, Jr.
*Stephen F. Connolly
*Richard D. Craven
Thomas F. Cunningham
Steven M. Delroy
Thomas D. Luglio
*Gregory S. Dole
Joseph P. Driscoll
Paul English
Jeffrey S. Forman
*Ellen L. Fulham
*Arnold R. Gerst
*Carol S. Goodman
*Kenneth A. Graham
*R. Nelson Grischi
S. Jane Haggerty
*Michael J. Hart
*W. John Hathaway
*Paul J. Hodnett
Christopher A. Iannello, Jr.
Richard T. Kelley
Lawrence A. Keating
Bradley David King
*Joseph F. Krowski
*Hugh R. Lee
Patricia Lethensperger
*Mark E. Liberati
Sarah H. Luick
*Nance Lyons
Vincent Manning
William H. Mayer
*Donna C. McCarthy, BS ’72
*James M. McDonough, Jr.
Maurice G. McGuire
James A. McLaughlin
Paul F. Meagher, BA ’74
*Gil D. Messina
Bruce I. Miller
Patrick J. Murphy
Alexander Nagel
Judith L. Nathanson
Susan B. Nissenbaum
Maureen R. O’Brien
Dennis M. O’Malley
Michael J. Powell, Jr.
M. Suzanne Presley
Daniel A. Procaccini
Robert E. Riley
*Denis C. Rothstein
Charles D. Rotondi
Billie Sue T. Sanders
*George L. Santopietro
*Peter P. Slepchuk, Jr.
Jane Strickland
Patrick Tracy
Donna C. Tropsa
Robert P. Turner
*Archie D. Tryptis
Janet L. Vantassel
Gerald Venezia
Kathleen Vaccola
*Richard N. Wayne
*Alan J. Weissblatt
Carol A. Witt, BS ’73

1978

R. John Acciardo, Sr.
*Susan B. Alevizos
Jean M. Alexander
Jane D. Alfano
Harry W. Asquith, Jr.
Morton Berlau
Anne C. Bloch
John Delano Boyle
Mary Lou Brennan
David A. Cannon
*Robert S. Catapane Friedman
Neil F. Cullinan
*Mark A. Cowell
Bernard Coyle
*Judith A. Crenan
*William D. Crowe
Mary E. Dacey
Hector A. Dejesus
Joseph L. Doherty, Jr.
Kathleen A. Donahue
Jeanne Douglas
*Leo J. Dunn, III
Michael W. Favichio
Joan N. Feeney
Paul C. Glyn
Michael J. Golin
Jay S. Goodman
*Jamie V. Gregg
Frank Guglielmo
James H. Hahn
Paul J. Harrington
Timothy P. Harch
Richard D. Hellmold
Margaret E. Lamontagne
Ronald Lebel
Stephen C. Limone
*Ronald K. Mackley
*Richard T. Mullen
Joseph L. Martin
*Eugene P. McCarn
Peter D. McDermott
Michael J. McGowan
John J. McKenna
*Deborah F. McNulty
Joseph F. Driscoll
Michael J. Farley
Rachel Farrell
*Alphonse J. Horne
*George F. B. Johnson
Richard J. Kellibere
Steve Kramer
*Phyllis Kravetz
James R. Lock
Elliott M. Loew
*Janet L. Maloof
C. T. Mariolos
Joseph Marzilli
John D. McIntelley, BA ’77
Deborah Manson McNulty
John J. McQuade
Paul H. Henry
Jean E. Miloitis
M. L. Mitchell
Robert P. Murray
Howard B. Nellhous
Richard A. Nylen
Claudia O’Keefe
William B. O’Leary
James V. Palano
*Richard Pelletier
John T. Polland
*Paula J. Pope
*Leslie J. Rodriguez
Francis J. Russell
*Christopher J. Ryer
Jane Schrump, BA
Lawrence A. Shapiro
Robert S. Sinzheimer
Roger L. Sorteck
Diane W. Spears
Anne Mackean Strong
Norman G. Tetreault, BA ’74
William A. Toye

1979

Allan L. Baron
*Brian P. Barry
Claudia J. Billings
*Dorothea Blizzard
Carleton D. Briggs
Marcia Brockelmann
*Arron E. Budnitz
Judith Stevenson Calcagni
Stephen J. Capineri
*Gerald J. Caruso, BS ’72
Michael J. Delaporta
*John F. Delano Boyle
*Kevin P. Driscoll
*John F. Delprete, Jr.
*Rachel A. Horne
*George F. B. Johnson
Richard J. Kellibere
Steve Kramer
*Phyllis Kravetz
James R. Lock
Elliott M. Loew
*Janet L. Maloof
C. T. Mariolos
Joseph Marzilli
John D. McIntelley, BA ’77
Deborah Manson McNulty
John J. McQuade
Paul H. Henry
Jean E. Miloitis
M. L. Mitchell
Robert P. Murray
Howard B. Nellhous
Richard A. Nylen
Claudia O’Keefe
William B. O’Leary
James V. Palano
*Richard Pelletier
John T. Polland
*Paula J. Pope
*Leslie J. Rodriguez
Francis J. Russell
*Christopher J. Ryer
Jane Schrump, BA
Lawrence A. Shapiro
Robert S. Sinzheimer
Roger L. Sorteck
Diane W. Spears
Anne Mackean Strong
Norman G. Tetreault, BA ’74
William A. Toye

1980

George P. Apostolides
Anna M. Barry
Robert R. Berluti
Katherine E. Butler
*Elaine M. Callahan
*Barbara H. Cane
Dale Coggins
Bryan Colley
Gregg A. Delaporta
Thomas M. Dickinson
Timothy S. Egan
Thomas B. Farrey
Elon D. Goodhue
Dr. William F. Gray
*Virginia A. Hoefling
Robert S. Johnson
*Deborah A. Laupheimer
Michael D. Lincoln
James Thaddeus MacDavitt
Kathleen M. Mitchell
Joseph P. Morrissey
Paul J. Murphy
*Susan Lyle Murray
*Kathleen M. O’Donnell
Jacqueline Regis
Joan S. Soolman
Michael A. St. Peter
Edward L. Sweda
Judith A. Gaughan Warren
Stephen White
John L. Whitehouse

1981

*Patricia M. Annino
Joyce G. Boardworth
*Richard L. Burpee
*M. Scott Channell
Donna E. Cohen
*Leopold D. Fusco
*John F. Delaprete, Jr.
*Kenneth A. Graham
*Mary K. Hickey
*Martin Himmelfarb
Jane MacIntyre Kennett
Stephen E. Kiley
Edward C. Lake
Roger S. Lewenberg
*Thomas Macmillan
Nancy J. Marks
*Curt. Michael Meduski
Kathleen M. Mitchell
Thomas J. Morrissey, BS ’74
Stephen A. Nelson
*Patricia A. Notopoulos
*David G. Saliba
David G. Sullivan
Mary R. Tobin
*Jonathan S. Tryon
Bernadette J. Twomey
*Barbara L. Waiters
*Christine T. Wellman
William H. Weite
Kathryn S. Williams
Alice G. Winn
*Lenore F. Zug
Michael K. Gillis

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence
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Annual Fund of the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences and the School of Management
Report from the General Chairman

During my three years as General Chairman for the Annual Fund of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and School of Management, Suffolk University has celebrated its 75th birthday, inaugurated a new and dynamic president, and has successfully completed the most ambitious fundraising campaign in its history, surpassing the goal by almost one-third.

Over the past three years, Suffolk alumni/ae have continuously demonstrated their loyalty to our University through financial support. This has given the University an excellent base from which to approach corporations and foundations around the country for their support, with highly gratifying results.

As I complete my term as General Chairman, I want to thank all volunteers, whether alumni/ae or friends of the University, who have been the real secret of the success of the Campaign for Excellence and of the Annual Fund.

I sincerely believe that your continued participation in the Annual Fund, and your enlistment of ever greater numbers of alumni/ae and friends, will provide Suffolk University with one of its most important resources for continued excellence in educational programs and facilities.

Thank you,

Melvin Cheney, General Chairman

The Cornerstone Society

THE CORNERSTONE SOCIETY gives recognition to those alumni/ae, members of the University staff, and friends of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and of the School of Management, who strengthen the fabric of Suffolk University through annual gifts of $250 or more. The steady increase in Cornerstone Society membership is evidence of the donors' dedication to and confidence in the programs and policies of the University.

Rosalie Albanese, MBA'81
Norine Bacigalupo, BSJ'70
David S. Baum, MBA'71
David L. Bens, BSJ'50
Rexford A. Bristol, HON'50
Robert E. Brooks, BA'68, JD'74
Thomas J. Brown

John P. Chase, HON'62
Melvin J. Cheney, BA'50
John M. Corcoran, HON'82
David F. Couture, MBA'79
Edward T. Crossen, BA'55, JD'66
Thomas C. Decourcy, BA'56, JD'58
Armen Demarderosian, BA'58, JD'60
Bernard Devlin, MBA'80
David Dunn, BS'66, JD'70
Francis A. Evans, BS'50
Ralph Ferragamo, BA'64
Donna L. Ferrovia, BS'77, MBA'80
Richard T. Finigan, BS'61
Richard J. Finnegan, BA'68, JD'73
Robert J. Fleming, BA'64, JD'68
Max Freedman, BS'56, JD'58
Thomas A. Fulham, HON'63
Paul A. Gargano, BA'60, JD'63
Susan Garland, BA'73
Peter J. Gill, BS'68
Brian L. Gillis, BS'78, MBA'81
Donald W. Goodrich, HON'69
Cecil H. Green, HON'78
Robert E. Gross, HON'62
Francis J. Harney, BA'62, JD'65

John G. Hommel, BS'72, JD'76
John S. Howe, HON'74
Allan Kameras, BS'54
Henry G. Kapa, BS'66, JD'69
Mike D. Kare, BS'53
Arnold M. Kublin, BS'51
Henry J. Leary, BS'50
William C. Lepelley, BS'57
David F. Lilley, MBA'82
Michael Linquata, BS'50
Joseph M. Linskey, HON'65
Russell L. Mahony, BA'57, JD'60
John J. McCarthy, BS'49
John E. McDonald, BS'71
Kevin R. Mitchell, BS'70
James P. Moran, BS'62, MBA'68
Marvin W. Riley, BA'66, MBA'71
David J. Saliba, AA'49, JD'52
William T. Salisbury, BA'63, JD'52
Joseph B. Shanahan, BA'72, JD'75
Henry H. Silverman, BA'54, JD'54
Arthur W. Tully, BS'60
William H. Walsh, BS'66, JD'69
Carol A. Witt, BS'73, JD'77
Henry Zohn, BA'46, HON'76
THE BEACON CLUB welcomes to its membership alumni/ae, faculty and staff of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and of the School of Management, and friends who, through annual gifts of $100 to $249, testify to their confidence in Suffolk University, its people and its programs. Beacon Club members are invaluable to the University for their positive participation in the University’s continuing health and well-being.

William P. Accomando, BS’63
Richard L. Ades, BSB’60
George H. Allen, MAE’66
Leonard N. Augello, AA’49, JD’52
Joanne Bagley, BA’53
Paul Bailey, BA’51
Lowell D. Banks, BSB’75
Robert D. Benoit, BSB’52
Leonard A. Bonfanti, BA’64
Jennie D. Booker, BSB’48
Charles W. Brids, AA’48, JD’51
Wilbur L. Brower, MBA’80
James M. Brown, BS’78
Patricia I. Brown, BA’55, JD’65
Paul G. Brown, BA’71
Warren I. Brown, BA’54
Paul V. Buckley, BA’61, JD’63
Robert J. Canavan, BA’64, JD’66
Joseph P. Carlson, BSB’71
Paul J. Carr, BA’73
Paul J. Cavanaugh, BA’57, JD’59
John A. Ciano, BSB’56
Barry Clayman, BSB’64, MBA’69
Alfred J. Colarusso, BSB’78
Thornton G. Dakin, BSB’61
Stanley R. Dennis, BSB’57, MBA’60
John A. Dewire, BSB’50, MED’55
Anthony S. Didilo, BSB’61
Leo C. Donahue, HON’54
Martin W. Donahue, BSB’54, MA’55
Robert P. Edson, BSB’67, MBA’72
Elizabeth C. Esty, BA’48
Richard G. Farrow, BA’51
Ralph Ferragamo, BA’64
John C. Fisher, BA’67, JD’71
Ellen Q. Foley, BA’64, JD’67
Bruce H. Fortin, MBA’79
John A. Frabotta, MBA’79
Stephen J. Garber, BSB’50
Walter G. Goehring, MBA’64
Edward F. Goff, BA’73
Eldon D. Goodhue, BSB’75, JD’80
Eugene F. Grant, BSB’65, JD’68
Joseph F. Greenbush, BS’62
Horace A. Hildreth, HON’50
Jay L. Horowitz, BSB’69, JD’72
Guerrard Howkins
Philip S. Iuliano, BA’56, JD’58
David O. Ives, HON’77
Mathew J. Janicsics, BSB’72
Robert S. Johnson, BS’77, JD’80
Robert J. Kane, BS’66
Charles I. Kaplan, BSB’66, JD’69
Paul J. Keane, BSB’51
William Kilroy, BA’68, JD’70
James L. Lalime, BS’58, JD’60
Maurice R. Lamarre, BS’69
Richard G. Landry, BSB’65
James F. Langone, BSB’59
Charles B. Latham, BS’76
Richard S. Laufer, BA’69
Edward A. Locklin, BSB’65
William S. Lockyer, BSB’58, JD’66
George J. Lussier, BS’65
Francis J. Luther, BA’51
John F. MacDonald, BS’52
Eugene J. Mahoney, BSB’71
William Maisey, MAE’54
Donna C. McCarthy, BS’72, JD’77
Edward E. McCollum, MBA’63
Peter McDermott, BSB’73
James E. Meady, BA’59
William C. Mercer, HON’78
Gerald W. Minsky, BS’60
Ernest F. Morse, MBA’78
John G. Papa, MAE’59
Manuel S. Parros, BSB’73, MBA’81
Kenneth J. Porcaro, MBA’81
Melvin M. Ratoff, BSB’51
Francis X. Ridge, BA’71, JD’75
Donald J. Riley, BSB’65, JD’69
Patricia Ritchie, MBA’79
Alvin Robb, BA’53
Robert F. Rodman, BSB’53, MAE’55
Benjamin Rosales
Robert F. Ryan, BSB’68, MBA’77
George L. Sacco, BA’59, JD’62
David J. Saliba, AA’49, JD’52
David G. Shaub, MBA’73
Richard A. Sheehan, BA’65, JD’74
Kenneth Sherman, BS’54, HON’79
Otto C. Shreder, BSB’57, MBA’67
Larry E. Smith, BSB’65
David Starkweather, MBA’69
Carol A. Stearns, MBA’79
Lyman J. Stewart, BSB’74
Melvyn S. Sudalter, BA’68
Richard R. Thuma, BA’74
Frank D. Umanzio, BSB’61, JD’71
Francis M. Vazza, BSB’63
Charles W. Vining, BS’59, JD’62
Robert Waehler
William T. Walsh, BS’71, JD’75
1938
Joseph W. Finnegan, BS
*Thelma McKenna, BS

1943
*Claire Driscoll, BS

1946
Harry Zohn, BA, HON '76

1948

1949
James C. Casey, BSB
Rudolph Casteau, BSB
Edward A. Glichouse, BSB
Robert T. Lindblad, BSB
John J. McCarthy, BSB
Wallace H. Pearson, BSB
James P. Petrikos, BSB
William H. Rogers, BSB
Robert Rossborough, BA
Michael Sabbagh, BSB
David J. Saliba, AA, JD '52
James A. Travers, BSG
James P. Betrakos, BSB
John J. McCarthy, BSB
Thomas Sexton, BSB, JD '72
*Francis X. Valois, BA
Lynn G. Wadsworth, BSB

1950
John R. Anderson, BSB
David Bens, BSJ
Melvin J. Cheney, AB
Richard F. Curry, BSB
*John A. Dewire, BSB
Francis A. Evans, BSB
Donald H. Foster, BSB
*John F. Given, BA
William L. Gorman, BSB
Peter Goshgarian, BSB
Leonard Greenfield, BA
Raymond Greenleaf, BSB
Paul F. Hartnett, BSB
Edward L. Hayes, BSB
Henry J. Leary, BSB
Michael L. Linquata, BSB
Fiore A. Masse, BSB
William E. McGrath, BSJ
*Francis J. Ormond, BSB
John A. Ryan, BSB, JD '53
*Lester Saroff, BSB
Carolyn R. Wells, BS

1951
Robert A. Awad, BA
Paul Bailey, BA
Sigmund W. Bornstein, BSB
Charles R. Butts, BA
*James J. Caras, BA
William H. Craven, BSB
Joseph F. DeGiacomo, BA
Ronald Dicesare, BSB
Richard G. Farrow, BA
*Henry L. Hahn, BSB
Harry C. Hall, BA
*Paul J. Keane, BSB
*Arnold M. Kublin, BSB
*Jason L. Long, BSB
*Francis J. Luther III, BA
Joseph MacCormack, BSB
Theodore Mallas, BA
Melvin Ratoff, BS
Thomas Sexton, BSB, JD '72
*Francis X. Valois, BA
Lynn G. Wadsworth, BSB

1952
John J. Barrett, BSJ
Robert D. Benoit, BSJ
William J. Dignan, BS, JD '65
Frederick D. Goldberg, BA
*James A. Griffin, MAE
*Henry L. Hahn, MBA
Nabeesh Joseph, BSJ
Sidney Levin, BS
John F. MacDonald, BS
Salvatore Mancuso, BSB
Joseph Adamo Sapolaro, BA

1953
Joanne Bagley, BA
Stanley Becker, BSB
Mary L. Carr, BS
Harvey B. Chansky, BSB
Gloria A. Clark, BA
Daniel P. Foley, BSB
*Mike D. Karess, BS
Bernard J. Larkey, BA
Alvin Robb, Jr., BA
Robert R. Rodman, BSB, MAE '55
Charles E. Shiere, BSB
*Norman L. Strager, BSB

1954
*John Baker, BSB
*Warren I. Brown, BA
Paul M. Centauro, BSB
*John B. Cole, BSB
*David J. Dalzell, Jr., BSB
Charles P. Deninger, BS
Vincent C. Foderaro, BA, MA '58
Paul Harvey, BSB
Joan M. Kornack, BA, MA '55
Joel Krinsky, BSB
Mark D. Lurvey, BSG
*William Maisey, MAE
Edward D. McClure, BS
*Ella Josephine Mulligan, MAE
*Stewart Sargent, BS
Kenneth Shermans, BS
Charles E. Shiere, MBA
Henry H. Silverman, BA

1955
John Biggio, BS
Michael T. Breen, BA
*James J. Caras, MA
Mary L. Carr, MA
*John B. Cole, MBA
Alice Daunt, MA
*John Dewire, MED, BSB '50
Daniel P. Foley, MBA
*Myer Golden, BSB, MA '58
Herbert C. Hambleton, BS, MA '57, HON '72
*John Janian, BA
*Edwin Kalman, BSB
Joan M. Kornack, BS '54, MA
Toivo K. Maik, BSB
John J. Norton, BSG
Robert R. Rodman, BSB, MAE '53, MAE
Robert W. Rosati, MAE
James F. Wells, BA '49, MAE

1956
Norman F. Bligh, BA, JD '58
*Robert R. Cammon, BSB
*John A. Cano, BSB
Thomas Christian DeCourcy, BA
Max Freedman, BSB, JD '58
Philip S. Italiano, BA, JD '58
*Stephen M. Juba, Jr., BA
*Sidney S. Mostow, BSB
*Leno T. Perfetti, BS
*John M. Regan, BA
*Francis A. Sagan, BS, MAE '57

1957
John J. Barrett, BSJ
Paul J. Cavanaugh, BA, JD '59
*Henry F. Epstein, MA
Ronald J. French, BSB
Carl A. Friberg, BSB
Mario Giuggio, BA
Herbert C. Hambleton, MA, BS '55, HON '72
Richard A. Jones, MBA
*Paul F. Kroll, MBA
William C. LePelley, BSB
*John J. McCaffrey, BSB
Robert Nordlund, BA
*Corning Pevear, BSB
*Arnold Razin, BA
*Francis A. Sagan, MAE, BS, MAE '56
Otto C. Shredes, BSB, MBA '67
William Stewart Lockyer, BSB
Edward D. McClure, MA
*Norman D. McCloon, Jr., BSB
*Stewart Sargent, MAE
James F. Sheridan, BA
*Joseph P. Walsh, BA

1959
Frank P. Assortato, BSB
Bernard D. F. Doherty, BSB
*John Dunnet, BSB
Philip Fay, Jr., BSB
Henry J. Foderaro, BSB
Joseph R. Geraci, BS
Robert J. Goldstein, BSB
Edwin G. Howard, BSG
*James F. Langone, Jr., BSB
*Belé P. Mack, BS
Rocco J. Mallufato, BA
Charles Malta, Jr., BS, MA '64
William G. Manning, BA
Raymond Mannos, BSB
*John J. McLaughlin, BSB
James E. Meady, Jr., BA
Donald P. Miller, BA
Eldridge Moore, Jr., BA
*Joseph S. Nazzaro, BS
Michael J. Pagliarulo, BSB
John Gene Papa, MAE
Vincent A. Polito, BS, MBA '64
Albert E. Palusfer, BSB
*James M. Regan, BSB
*Emil M. Schratz, BSB
Humbert V. Stasio, BSB
Arthur R. Swanberg, BSB
*Charles W. Vining, BS, JD '62
Norman Weiner, BSB

1960
Richard L. Ades, BSB
Thomas L. Ballerino, MED, BA '58
*William V. Doherty, BSB
*Thomas J. Flaherty, Jr., BSB
Paul A. Gargano, BA, JD '63
David H. Goodspeed, BSB
*Muriel A. Landau, BSB
*Robert P. Love, BS
Gerald W. Minsky, BA
Kevin P. Murphy, BA
George F. Pratt, BA
Peter A. Pucci, Jr., BA
Aram H. Sevagan, BS, MAE '62
Thomas A. Sienkowski, BSB
Arthur W. Tully, BSB
Robert J. Vincent, BS

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence
1961

*Elliott Bornstein, BSB
Paul V. Buckley, BA
George J. Butler, BSB
Roland E. Chaput, Jr., MBA
Thorton G. Dakin, Jr., BSB
*Anthony S. Didio, BSB
Richard T. Fingan, BSB
Ovide Flannery, BSB, MBA '64
Stephen J. Garber, BSB
*William F. Gayton, BSB
John P. Giangrande, BSB
*Herbert S. Holzman, BSB
Joseph A. Jacoppi, BSB, MBA '62
John J. Janocha, BSB
*Kenneth F. Karnes, BSB
*Herbert S. Rice, Jr., MBA
Jeffery B. Rowe, BSB
Francis X. Ryan, MBA, MBA '73
Robert F. Ryan, BSB
Marie C. Scalesse, BA
Nathan H. Scollo, BSB
*William T. Sisco, BSB
Albert J. Souza, BSB, MBA '70
*Mary Niedziela Spencer, BA
*Robert T. Spencer, Jr., BA
Melvyn S. Suddafier, BA
Elliott Bomstein, BSB
Francis M. Vazza, BSB

1962

Joseph T. Afflitti, BSB
Ruperto Budhai, BA
K. W. Caron, BSB
Patrick H. Dwyer, Jr., BSB, MAE '70
Anne C. Feeley, BS
Joseph F. Greenbush, Jr., BSN
John P. Hennessy, BS
*Richard B. Indresano, BSB
Frank J. Jacaruso, Jr., BS
Joseph A. Jacoppi, BSB '61, MBA
David M. Johnson, BS
Allen H. Katz, BSB, MBA '64
H. Gordon Kennedy, BSB
James P. Moran, BSB, MBA '68
*Peter T. Pappas, BSB
Herman A. Pasquerella, MA
Mary J. Phelan, BSB
Richard Remmes, BA, JD '66
Aram H. Sevagian, BS '60, MAE
Michael S. Smith, BSB

1963

William P. Accomando, BS
*Robert J. Cawley, BA
Melvin S. Chesser, BA
David A. Cohen, BSB
Francis Thomas Cullen, MAE
*John F. Delaney, Jr., BSB
James M. Gorman, BSB
Sylvia Katsenas, BA
H. Gordon Kennedy, MBA
Richard G. Landry, BSB
Anne Marie Lewis, BA
*Richard B. Macinnes, MAE, MBA '61
*Edward E. McCollum, Jr., MBA
Thomas F. McKenna, BSB, JD '67
William C. Mellen, BSB
Albert J. Ottariano, MBA
Vincent A. Polito, BS '59, MBA
William T. Salsbury, AB, JD '68
*William L. Teisiero, BSB
Leonard Tolin, BA
*Francis M. Vazza, BSB

1964

*Leonard A. Bonfanti, BA
William H. Celata, BA
Barry Clayman, BSB
*Ralph Ferragamo, BA
*Francis X. Flannery, MBA
Ovide Flannery, MBA, BSB '61
Walter G. Gochring II, MBA
Mary E. Gormley, BS
Walter A. Hall, BSB
William Kacher, MBA
Allen H. Katz, MBA, BSB '62
Bertha L. Landman, MBA
Bonita A. Lagare, BSB
Gerard A. Lorenzo, BA
Charles Malta, Jr., BS '59, MA
Michael A. Mennemona, BSB
Thomas J. Minichielo, BSB
Thomas R. Nee, BA
Albert L. Pike, Jr., BA
Robert J. Roma, BSB
*Richard P. Santestebano, BSB
Laurence M. Starr, BA

1965

Bettina M. Botti, MA
Thomas M. Britt, Jr., BSB
*Theodore S. Collatos, BSB
Cornelius J. Darcy, Jr., BSB
John N. Driscoll, BS
John D. Flaherty, BSB, MBA '69
Terry E. Graham, BA
Edwin B. Jenkins, BSB
Edward L. Kasok, BSB
Thomas F. Kilkelly, BSB
Richard G. Landry, BSB
Edward A. Locklin, BSB
George J. Lussier, BS
James Vincent McFarland, BSB
Ernest T. Nawn, MBA, MBA '68
*Paul B. Noone, BSB
Donald N. Shanbar, BSB
Richard A. Sheehan, BA, JD '74
Larry E. Smith, BSB
*Peter W. Swaizey, BSB
Charles A. Tashjian, Jr., BSB
Kenneth E. Terban, BSB, MBA '67
George E. Tyner, Jr., BSB

1966

George H. Allen, MAE
Mark Richard Alpert, BSB
Anthony D. Antonellis, BSB
Anita Heckman Bullerwell, BA
Robert F. Bushey, Jr., BSB
William E. Casey, Jr., BSB
Philip A. Cohen, BSB
Allan L. Coon, MBA
Edward C. Cousins, BA
Philip Joseph Demetri, BA
*Beatrice C. Dowd, MA
*Robert Donald Duwe, BSB
Maxine Elmont, BA
*Arthur S. Fine, MBA
Robert Alan Freedman, BA
*Alfred F. Frizzle, BSB
Peter F. Galvani, BA
Barry Z. Goldstein, BA
Jackson H. Jojokian, BA
*Robert J. Kane, BA

1967

Gerald Afron, MED
Peter F. Ainsworth, BA
*Judith G. Bagley, BSB
William Holland Walsh, BSB, JD '69

1968

Conrad R. Agnete, BSB
*Francis W. Archer, BSB
Peter M. Bloom, BSB
Joseph A. Broderick, BSB
Bruce D. Bow, BSB
*Robert A. Conway, BSB
Robert E. Dawley, BSB
Peter B. Devaney, BS, MA '72
Samuel W. Didsden, BSB, MBA '79
Kevin T. Farrell, MAE
Richard J. Finnegan, AB
Robert W. Ford, BSB
*Louis F. Franciose, BSB
*Peter James Gill, BSB
Melvin D. Goldberg, MBA
*Ronald F. Grasso, BSB
Catherine M. Griffin, BA
Joseph F. Griffin, BA, JD '71
John F. Grogan, BSB
Ellis John Hatem, BSB
Eleanor W. Hudson, MAE
Michael C. Karagiozoe, BA
Evangeline M. Kariaikakis, BSB
Robert S. Kelleher, BSB
William F. Kilroy, BSB
Charles G. Koritsas, BS
Anthony Martignetti, BA, MA '69
Charles E. McCormick, BSB, MBA '78
William C. Mellen, MBA
Thomas J. Minichielo, MBA

1969

James P. Moran, BSB '62, MBA
Frank Joseph Muscarella, BA, MED '71
Ernest T. Nawn, MBA, MBA '65
*Barbara Obeine Pingeer, BSB
Thomas J. Reilly, III, BSB
Herbert S. Rice, Jr., MBA
Jeffery B. Rowe, BSB
Francis X. Ryan, MBA, MBA '73
Robert F. Ryan, BSB
Marie C. Scalesse, BA
Nathan H. Scollo, BSB
*William T. Sisco, BSB
Albert J. Souza, BSB, MBA '70
*Mary Niedziela Spencer, BA
*Robert T. Spencer, Jr., BA
Melvyn S. Suddafier, BA
*Elliott Bomstein, BSB
Francis M. Vazza, BSB

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1971</th>
<th>1972</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence**

- **Virginia M. Micciche, BS**
- **Bernard P. Lew, BS**
- **George B. Janes, BSB**
- **Alan P. Gnospelius, BA**
- **Peter L. Frangipane, BSB**
- **George H. Flynn, Jr., MBA**
- **Edward J. Cianci, BSB**
- **Thomas F. Carroll, BSB**
- **James H. Becker, BS**
- **Peter W. Swazey, MBA**
- **Maureen Ravalli Smith, BSJ**
- **Kirk A. Smith, MBA**
- **Charles A. Rossiter, Jr., BSB**
- **Richard E. Milley, MBA**
- **Douglas R. McDermod, BSB**
- **Richard F. McCarte, MBA**
- **George Matalas, BSB**
- **Thomas C. Langan, BSB**
- **Daniel R. Lillis, MBA**
- **Joseph P. Hurley, MAE**
- **James E. Hoole, MBA, BSB '69**

**On Thursday, February 10, over 150 alumni, friends, faculty, students and staff of Suffolk University gathered in the dining area of the Frank Sawyer Building for an appreciation dinner. They were honored as having volunteered over the past two years to participate in the phonathons for the Campaign for Excellence and the Annual Funds. Extending appreciation for a job well done were President Daniel H. Perlman and Chairman of the Board John S. Howe. This fall, the phonathons raised over $78,000 in pledges from alumni of Suffolk University. Shown above are Dr. Gerald Loseau, AB '64 (right) and Patrick Dwyer, BSBA '62, EdM '70 (left).**

**2023**
1976

Stephen P. Adley, BS
Richard C. Aiken, MBA
*Mark J. Berid, MBA
Thomas J. Boyle, BSB
Arthur Brookfield, BSB
William Brotherton, BST
Edward F. Brown, Jr., MAE
Terry L. Burke, MS
John J. Burns, MED
David A. Carpenter, BSB
John Andrew Chistolini, MED
*Anthony J. Coletti, MED
Joseph J. Costanzo, MPA
Janet M. Daly, BSB
Jeffrey J. Desantis, MBA
*M. Elizabeth Desmond, MS
Susan L. Dow, BA
Nancy J. Fene, MAE, BA '73
Richard Finnegan, BS
Frank W. Fisher, Jr., BSB
Kenneth H. Fisk, MBA
John T. Fitzsimons, MBA
Maryann Foley, MPA
Kenneth G. Gallant, BA
Louanne E. Geary, BSB
David L. Graham, BSB
Robert P. Gray, MBA
*Kenneth Higgins, MBA
*Richard C. Holland, BSB
*Michael V. Howard, BSB
Helene L. Howlett, BS
Charles W. KaneU, BA
John Kefeyan, BS
*Irene M. Kelley, MED
*Rose A. Kennedy, BS
*Deborah E. Kerr, BS
*Jerome Kindrachuk, MBA
*Edward L. King, BS
*Joel S. Kreider, MBA
*George A. Kretas, BS
*Charles B. Latham, BS
*Laurence W. Lougee, Jr., MED
*Lorraine M. Lynch, MA
*John A. Marino, MBA
*William J. Marshall, MBA
*Robert F. Matson, BA
*Stephen B. McDonough, MBA
*Jeanne McQuilkin, BSB, BSB '79
*John S. Miller, BS
*Mary Ann M. Spierandio, MED
*Theodore A. Papas, BSB, BSB '77
*C. Stephen Pawey, MED
*Kazimi Pijanowski, BA
*Roberta P. Quintiliani, BS
*Susan A. Ramsey, BS
*Maryjo K. Riley, MBA
*Thomas Shaughnessey, MBA
*David B. Smith, BSG
*Chris C. Spinazzola, BA
*Patricia A. Stella, BS
*Daniel E. Sullivan, BS
*J. Alden Tansey, MBA
*Paul E. Tatelman, MBA
*Stephen M. Tigue, BSB
*Vincent J. Vassallo, MBA
*Donna L. Walsh, MBA
*Thomas A. Walsh, BS '74, MED
*John L. Ward, Jr., MBA
*Richard A. Wentzel, MPA
*Martha L. Zeolla, MS

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence

1977

Ronald P. Arding, BA
Michael M. Austin, MBA
Jay D. Bluestein, BS
Clara A. Bonney, MPA, BA '74
Daniel P. Buckley, MBA
*James F. Byrne, BS
Anne L. Cabral, MED
Gregory J. Canale, MBA
Peter J. Cassidy, BS
Roberta A. Clark, BS
Thomas W. Cleary, BSJ
John H. Clements, BSB
William E. Connors, MBA
Frank Coppolino, MBA
Paul A. Coughlin, MBA
Cornelius J. Darby, Jr., MPA
Dianne A. Deshon, BSB, BSB '82
Richard L. Diamond, BS
Lucy A. Erhard, MED
*Mary J. T. Esser, BA
*Anthony F. Farina, BA, MED '82
*Donna L. Ferrovia, BSB, BSB '80
*Kathleen M. Fitzpatrick, MED
Joseph D. Finanery, MPA
Judith M. Garland, BSB
Kenneth C. Gorham, MBA
*John V. Griffin, MS
Arthur A. Guardia, BSB, BSB '78
Maryalice Guilford, BSJ
Bertram Hall, MBA
Lorraine Hawkins, BS
Bruce W. Henriksen, BSB
Leonard F. Farnessa, BSB
Robert S. Johnson, BS, JD '80
*James H. Joyce, MPA
*George A. Kalogeris, BS
Richard V. Kelly, BS '71, MPA
Patricia Kinnegar, MPA
*Deborah A. Konio, MED
Paul E. Larkin, BSB
Frank M. Lata, BSB
Stephan L. Limauro, BSB
Edward Luckiewicz, Jr., MED
*Susan L. McConologue, BSB
*Francis C. Murphy, MBA
*Charles E. Niles, BS, MED '79
*Theodore A. Papas, BSB, BSB '76
*George E. Pratt, MBA
*Jeffrey B. Rowe, MBA
*Robert F. Ryan, MBA
*Stephanie A. Sanborn, MED
*Susan Denk Semmel, BSB
*Leroy J. Shillingford, MPA
*Patsy L. Siller, MBA
*Philip A. Simard, MBA
*Robert G. St. Julien, MBA
*Richard Stevenson, MBA
*Margaret Talcott, MED

1978

Felix Albano, Jr., MBA
Mohamed S. Barrie, BS
Robert F. Barry, MBA
*Deborah A. Bonanno, BA
Thomas J. Boyle, MBA
*Stephen J. Bravo, BSB
William F. Brien, MBA
Michael F. Briggs, MBA
Donald W. Brown, MBA
James M. Brown, BS
*Mildred D. Brown, MED
Dale P. Buckley, MBA
Steven S. Burke, MBA
*George F. Bukuras, BSB
Robert A. Capasso, BSB
Donald K. Carroll, MPA
Scott Champion, BS, JD '81
Sandra Burt Chesley, BS
*Alfred J. Colarusso, Jr., BSB
Jeffrey W. Conley, MPA

Charles A. Tashjian, Jr., MBA
Joanne E. Torsao, BSJ
Alfred C. Torrisi, BSB
Stephen J. Walsenski, BSJ
*Norman E. Weil, MBA
Alan S. Wiener, MBA
Jeffrey W. Wilson, MBA
Edward Yee, BSB

*Donor to Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence
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Robert G. Murphy, BSB
Marsec J. Perez, BS
Susan Pesella, BSB
Carol A. Piarski, MED
Douglas E. Plunkett, MPA
Richard C. Powers, BS
Michael W. Quinlan, MBA
Margaret Reardon Jones, MBA
Joseph Rizzari, MBA
*David G. Saliba, BSB, JD '81
Joel A. Sporer, MBA
Allan B. Tatel, MBA
Michael F. Tivnan, BSB
Richard M. Walsh, BSB
William J. Walsh, MBA
Stephen M. Wishoski, MBA
*Kosmas C. Zavalianos, BSB

Howard Abber, MBA
Charles L. Abemian, MPA
Joseph G. Alderese, MBA
Stanley J. Allgor, MBA
Elizabeth B. Balts, BS
Susan Jane Banks, MPA
*Arthur G. Baxter, Jr., MBA
Theophile J. Bernhardt III, MBA
W. Fletcher Bishop, MPA
Paul E. Bonaventura, MBA
Henry R. Bonclair, MBA
Jacques A. Borges, MBA
Gerard J. Boyle, MPA
*Vincent C. Buchanan, MS
Mary Alice Buckley, MS

Raymond V. Burke, MS
Patrick J. Campbell, BA
Robert N. Cauley, Jr., BSB
*Thomas C. Chiara, BS
*Peter C. Chisholm, MPA
John H. Clements, MBA
Lavinia D. Cobucci, MS
Herbert R. Collins, BSB
*Patrick L. Connolly Jr., BSB
*Maurice A. Contee, MBA
Donna R. Cordeiro, BS
Gary M. Cordette, BSB '71, MBA
*John H. Cormack, MBA
*Leslie A. M. Coughlin, BS
Francis Thomas Cullen, MBA
Patricia Dee, MBA
Henry J. Delicata, MPA
Claire Devito, MS
Samuel W. Dickson, MBA, BSB '68
Robert E. Dimatteo, MBA
*Frank V. Dipietro, BSB
Ellen C. Doherty-Bettencourt, MPA
*Bernard L. Donovan, III, BSB
Charles George Ead, MBA
Frederick J. Egan, MBA
Charlene A. Estes, MBA
Michael P. Fargiulli, MBA
Alan R. Farber, MBA
Janette Fasano, MPA
Linda Favuzza, BS
Linda D. Fleming, MED
Stephen Joseph Foley, BSB

*Donor to the Annual Fund & Campaign for Excellence.
Richard C. Logan, MBA
Michael J. Lopianio, BS
William R. Lutheran, MBA
Beverly Ann Lynch, BS
David F. MacDonald, BS
Kathleen Malatras, MED
James J. Mallozzi, BSB '78, MBA
Daniel J. Martin, BSB '75, MBA
Alfred A. Mazzacchio, BSB
Richard J. Mazza, MBA
Robert V. McAuliffe, MBA
Frederick T. McElligott, MBA
Sharon McGee, MS
Cheryl A. McGuire, BS
Joanne McQuilkin, BSB '76, MBA
Mark J. McSweeney, MBA
Gary Lucien Mell, MBA
Diane M. Mello, MBA
Robert A. Mello, BS
Bernard J. Mikula, MBA
Carol A. Mingace, MED
Wayne A. Mitchell, BSB
Somereica Mogavero, BS
Mary Morley-Armentano, BSJ
Viola G. Morse, MBA
Mary Lou Mottola, MBA
Geraldine Z. Murphy, MED
John P. Murray, BSB
Charles L. Niles, MED, BS '77
Margaret M. O'Neill, BSB
Anthony J. Oteri, MBA
Armedo Papagno, BSB
Gracey E. Papps, MBA
George Michael Parker, MBA
George L. Pelletier, MBA
James Gilbert Perry, MED
Judith T. Perry, BS
Robert F. Petitti, Jr., BSB
Ricky J. Piniario, BS
Arthur J. Poirier, MBA
Lawrence Pope, BS
Carolyn E. Powers, BS
Mark J. Preziosi, BSB
David J. Quinn, MBA
Federic J. Renner, MBA
Patricia Dee Ritchie, MBA
Paul J. Roach, BS
Louis J. Rossi, Jr., MBA
Thomas W. Russo, MPA
Maryanne Ruzzo, BS
Carlton C. Sands, Jr., BSB
Arthur M. Santos, MBA
Francis J. Santos, MBA
Stephen P. Scapicchio, MBA
Elva C. Sears, BA
David G. Shay, BS
Kenneth Sherman, HON
Ernest Siders, MBA
Stevan Silva, MBA, BSB '73
Timothy H. Smith, BSB
William J. Smith, MBA
Carlton C. Sounds, Jr., BSB
Carol Ann Stairs, MBA
Karyl S. Swinamer, MBA
Robert H. Takvorian, MBA
Ann Toffey, BSB
Mark S. Tondervis, BSB
Maureen M. Traverse, MS
Elaine V. Twomey, BSJ
Stephen D. Twomey, MPA
Alvye M. Usovich, MED
Camille A. Verrochi, BSJ
Janet M. Voyer, MS
Martin P. Walsh, BSB
Rolando C. Yap, MBA

1980

1981

1982

Nancy Adams, MBA
John Patrick Ahern, MBA
Cheryl Szegoz Elderese, MBA
Anthony F. Amara, MBA
Michael A. Angiulo, BS
Helen Arghias, MED
Marcia Renay Baron, MBA
Gregory L. Basilio, MBA
Jeffrey C. Birdett, MBA
Arthur J. Bowes, MBA
Wilbur L. Brower, MBA
Glenda Sullivan Collins, MBA
L. Susan Conway, MBA
Dolores Cordiero, MS
Paula Fay Cormen, MBA
Diane Lynn Cormwell, MBA
Margaret E. Creedon, BS
Janet M. Daly, MBA
Alice J. Decker, MBA
Miriam Defazio, AS
Andrew Desrosiers, MED
Bernard John Devlin, MBA
Marieanne K. Dibiasi, BA
Lynne A. Doboczek, MBA
Steven J. Doherty, MBA
Michael N. Dubinsky, MBA
Daniel Paul Duppeurault, MBA
James R. Engel, MBA
Frank A. Faggiano, MS
Donna L. Ferrovia, BSB '77, MBA
Joseph R. Geraci, HON; BS '59
John Gergerly, MBA
Ellen D. Greenfield, MBA
Edward Harold Guardiani, MBA
Lorraine Hawkins, MS
Robert J. Ingala, MBA
James E. Kilhier, BSB
Kenneth G. Kelley, MBA
Richard Michael Kelley, MBA
Paul M. Kelly, MBA
Richard F. Koelsch, BSB '79, MBA
Mark John Lanza, MPA
Patricia Mary Maloney, BSB
Robert Joseph McColgan, BSB
John R. McCoy, BSB '78, MBA
Alcida L. McManus, BS
Paul J. Mooney, MBA
William R. Moulton, MBA
Paul A. O'Brien, MBA
William F. O'Brien, MBA
William Joseph O'Connell, MBA
Edward J. Olsen, MBA
Robert F. Petitti, Jr., MBA
Roderick Plumb, BSB
Richard Joseph Ryan, MBA
William Francis Shanley, Jr., MBA
Charles M. Silverman, MPA
Mimi Sundstrom, MBA
Grace H. Swierk, BS
Rosalie L. Warren, BS

Antonio A. Bersani, MBA
Joseph Conley, MBA
Michael T. Daley, MBA
Anthony F. Farma, BS '77, MED
David F. Lolley, MBA
Paul J. Pipalo, MBA
Robert Ryan, JD '74, MBA
Robert Watson, MBA
Robert West, BSB '75

Mark Xavier Ahem, MBA
Rosalie Albanese, MBA
Richard A. Ashodian, MPA
John J. Carpio, MBA
Ann Williams Chick, MBA
Julia N. Cook, MED
James J. Cronin, BSB
Ralph Deangelis, MBA
Ellen Therese Doherty, MED
Brian L. Gillis, MBA
George R. Hotz, BSB
Fred M. Hutchinson, BS
Albert L. Hutton, Jr., BSB
Amelia R. Maloney, MS
Daniel F. Leone, BSB
Theresa M. Minchak, MS
John D. O'Brien, MBA
Michael O'Donoghue, BSB
Manuel S. Parros, BSB '73, MBA
Kenneth J. Porcaro, MBA
Ramona L. Reppucci, MED
Leonard J. Rockoff, MBA
Irene C. Ryan, MED
Charlotte H. Sverdman, BA
Donna L. Tritman, MBA
Harry E. Whaley, MBA
Carmella Yee, BSB
Gifts to Suffolk University

Suffolk University is grateful to the following for their generosity to and interest in the Law School, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the School of Management.

Faculty & Staff

Edward P. Farren, Jr.
Thomas Finn
Francis X. Flannery
Joseph M. Flynn
Ellen F. Foley
Charles B. Garabedian
Robert Garneau
Kenneth F. Garni
Joseph W. Glannon
William E. Good
Kenneth S. Greenberg
Joseph L. Hachey, Jr.
Jack P. Hajj
Robert L. Halfyard
Edward G. Hamann
William L. Hannah
Susan J. Harrington
Edward J. Harris, Jr.
Mary A. Hefron
Leonard J. Henson
Stephen C. Hicks
Laura Hourtienne
Robert T. Howe
Walter H. Johnson, Jr.
Catherine T. Judge
Marilyn Jurich
Wandwassen Kassaye
Milton Katz
Marjorie C. Kelleher
Joseph M. Kelley
Charles P. Kindregan
G. Howard Kingsley
Ronald Koback
Paul R. Korn
Thomas F. Lambert, Jr.
Hayes C. Lamont
Philip D. Levin
Doris Ingram Lewis
Glen A. Lewandowski
Leonard L. Lewin
Crystal C. Lloyd
Margaret A. Lloyd
Ruth S. Lottridge
Kevin Lyons
Phyllis Mack
Mary M. Mahoney
Sheila M. Mahoney
Alfred I. Maless
Bette Mandl
Fredrick J. Marchant
John G. Martin
Joseph M. McCarthy
Elizabeth K. McCombs
Timothea F. McDonald
Richard L. McDowell
Joseph P. McEttrick
Thomas J. McManus
Anthony G. Merzlak
Bernard W. Meyler
Stuart A. Millner
Anthony J. Mirabito
Jason Mirabito
Roseanne Monarch
Donald Morton
Cornelius J. Moynihan
James B. Muldoon
Philip F. Mulvey
Russell Murphy
Eric R. Myrvaag
James E. Nelson
John J. Nolan
Joseph R. Nolan
John J. O’Callaghan
Thomas J. O’Toole
Alfred J. O’Donovan, III
Bernard M. Ortwein
Dennis Outwater
Steve Patterson
Philip D. Pearl
Marc G. Perlin
Daniel Perlman
Richard M. Perlmutter
Christine A. Perry
David G. Pfeiffer
Richard G. Pizzano
Richard Preiss
Margaret W. Raben
Martha E. Richmond
David G. Rissmiller
David L. Robbins
Michael R. Ronayne, Jr.
George Rosenberg
Michael H. Rubino
Paul J. Ryan

William S. Sahakian
Anthony B. Sandoe
Daniel Sankowsky
Vahe Sarafian
David J. Sargent
Peter Sartwell
John Shannon
Stephen Shatkian
John R. Sherman
Lanier Smythe
Beatrice L. Snow
Irwin Springer
Cosmo T. Stefanev
Joseph H. Strain
John L. Sullivan
Ronald E. Sundberg
Lee W. Sutherland
Kuo-Cheng Tseng
Donald M. Unger
Stanley M. Vogel
Roger Volk
Robert Waehler
Robert C. Webb
Robert L. West
Arthur J. West, II
Malcolm E. Wetherbee
David R. Wheeler
Francis L. Whitson
Frederick C. Wilkins
Elizabeth S. Williams
Ruth E. Winn
Michael J. Zifcak
Rudolph Zuckerstatter
List of Friends

Anonymous
David Agney
Estate of Rebecca Ashkenazy
Andrew Aloise, Esq.
Joseph C. Altieri
David L. Babson
John Barnard, Jr.
Lauren Louise Beaulieu
Leo L. and Phyllis Beranek
George Bettencourt
C.V. Bogasian
The Boston Five Cents Savings Bank
Anthony J. Bucci
Frank Burns
Hon. Levin H. Campbell
John F. Capaldi
Thomas E. Cargill
Roxanne M. Carr
Atty. Allanna G. Cline
Eugene, Lois and Bryan Colley
Leo Corcoran
S. Thomas Cotroneo
Harold R. Croll, Esq.
Mr. & Mrs. George P. Cruickshank
Andrew C. Culbert
Barbara Davies
John A. DeSano
Mayor Edward D. DiPrete
James DiPrete, Jr.
Leo C. Donahue
Linda & Michael Dorfman
John F. Duncan
William S. Edgerly
J. Newton Esdale
Charlene Ann Estes
W. F. Fanagan
Isle Fang
Irving Fanger
J. R. Fitzpatrick
Edward F. Forzley, D.D.S.
Daniel Friedman
Hon. Anthony A. Giannini
Ethel Goldberg
Donald W. Goodrich
Ida and Cecil Green
Mr. & Mrs. John Grondo
Robert E. Gross
Edward B. Hanify
Edward G. Hartmann
Horace Hildreth
Bertram H. Holland
C. E. Holland
G. H. Howkins
The Issenman Family
David Ives
Marie Jacobs
Catherine Jones
Richard C. Kaplan
John H. King, Jr.
Lawrence R. Klar
Theodore Koskoff, Esq.
Lynne Labanara
Cynthia M. Latta
Frank A. Lazarus
Max Leach
Edward Lebo
Jane A. Levin Family
Seymour M. Levinson
Joseph M. Linsey
Allan C. Lloyd
David T. W. McCord
Henry W. McGreen
Robert D. Murray
Mary Ellen Nelyon
Charles Theodore O'Neill
Dorothy Palatnick
Louis L. Peters
John Picerno
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley C. Pinta
Ida Pinta
Rhoda Pinta
Francis C. Rooney, Jr.
Benjamin Rosales
Anthony J. Rotelli
Frank Sawyer
Walter B. Schatz
Alvin & Mildred Shapiro
Estate of Esther E. Spillane

Corporations

American Building Maintenance Company
American Institute of Banking
ARA Services, Inc.
Bank of New England
Berger, Berger & Berger
The Boston Company, Inc.
The Boston Five Cents Savings Bank
Boston Gas Company
Boston Edison Company
Café Atrium
Ceo-Melville Corporation
Commercial Union Assurance Companies
Crimson Printing Company
Delaney, Delaney & Delaney
Fairfield and Ellis, Inc.
First National Boston Corporation
Gelfuso & Lachut, Inc.
General Cinema Corporation
The Gillette Company
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Globe Newspaper Company
Hillside Liquor Mart

Imperatore Steel Erectors, Inc.
Jobi Liquor Mart
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Knight, Bagge and Anderson, Inc.
Louison, Witt & Hensley
Macchi & Zucchi
Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies
Medford Square Sporting Goods
National Aviation & Technology Corporation
National Gypsum Company
New England Millwork Distributors, Inc.
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
The Newspaper Fund, Inc.
No Name Restaurant
Pneumo Corporation
Matching Gift Companies

Aetna Life & Casualty Foundation
Albany International Corporation
Allstate Insurance Companies
American Can Company
American Hoechst Corporation
Amoco Foundation
Boston Edison Company
Cabot Corporation Foundation, Inc.
Chevron Companies
CNA Foundation
Com/Energy
Commercial Union Assurance Companies
Conoco, Inc.
Crane & Co., Inc.
Cspalar & Bok
Deloite, Haskins & Sells Foundation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dow Chemical USA
Dresser Foundation
Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates
Exxon Education Foundation
First National Bank of Chicago Foundation
First National Boston Corporation
FMC Foundation
The Foxboro Company
General Electric Foundation
General Foods Corporation
General Mills Foundation
General Telephone and Electronics Corporation
Genrad, Inc.
The Gillette Company
Government Employees Insurance Company
Gulf Oil Foundation
The Hartford Insurance Group
Honeywell, Inc.
International Business Machines Corporation
International Paper Company
INA Foundation
Itek Corporation
Jamesbury Corporation
Jewel Foundation
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
The Kendall Company Foundation
The Kidder Peabody Foundation
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
Lawyer's Co-op Publishing
McGraw-Hill Foundation, Inc.
Mead, Johnson & Co.
Merrill-Lynch
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Mobil Foundation
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
New England Gas & Electric Associated
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
New England Nuclear
New England Telephone Company
North American Philips Corporation
Norton Company
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company
Polaroid Foundation, Inc.
Price Waterhouse Foundation
The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Raytheon Company
Southern New England Telephone
Sperry Corporation
State Street Bank and Trust Company
Stone & Webster, Inc.
Technical Operations, Inc.
The Travelers Insurance Companies
The Warnaco Fund, Inc.
Wausau Insurance Company
Western Electric
Xerox Corporation
The Arthur Young Foundation

Foundations

Anonymous
George I. Alden Trust
Anthony-Arthur Foundation
Alice Willard Dorr Foundation
Charles Hayden Foundation
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Hope Charitable Foundation
The Kresge Foundation
Permanent Charity Fund of Boston
Harold Whitworth Pierce Charitable Trust
Edward and Bertha Rose Charitable Trust
William E. Schrafft and Bertha E. Schrafft Charitable Trust
Abraham Shapiro Charity Fund
Abbot and Dorothy H. Stevens Foundation
Warren Benevolent Fund, Inc.
The Edwin S. Webster Foundation

Raytheon Company
Rosen, Nojeri & Nojeri
Edward G. Sawyer Co., Inc.
Sears, Roebuck and Companies
Shawmut Bank of Boston
State Street Bank and Trust Company
The Stop and Shop Companies, Inc.
Taft Mcsally and McKenna
Tasha & Rotelli
Tobin & Silverstein
Trans National Travel
Vappi and Company, Inc.
The Volpe Construction Company
Western Electric
J. F. White Contracting Company
Whitehall Company Limited
Zayre Corporation
Suffolk University Board of Trustees 1982-83

John S. Howe
Chairman
Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Provident Institution for Savings
Atty. Jeanne M. Hession, JD'56
Vice-Chairperson
Vice President and Associate Counsel
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co.
Daniel H. Perlman, Ph.D.
President, Suffolk University
Francis X. Flannery, MBA'64
Vice President/Treasurer
Suffolk University
Joseph B. Shanahan, Jr., Esq. AB'72, JD'75
Clerk
Attorney at Law, Shanahan & McHugh
Atty. Dorothy A. Antonelli, JD'59
Commissioner, Industrial Accident Board
Thomas J. Brown
Chairman, Massachusetts Venture Capital Corporation
The Honorable Lawrence L. Cameron, JD’51
Justice, South Boston District Court
John P. Chase
Chairman of the Board, Phoenix Investment Counsel of Boston, Inc.
John F. Collins, Esq., JD’41
Of Counsel, Brown, Rudnick, Freed & Gesmer
Former Mayor of Boston
John M. Corcoran
President, John M. Corcoran & Company
Vincent A. Fulmer (Chairman 1976-81)
Secretary of the Institute, M.I.T. Corporation
John Griffin
Retired President, Virginia Investment Company
James F. Linnchan, Esq., JD’56
Attorney at Law, Coyne, Hodapp & Linnchan
Gerard A. Lozeau, AB'64, Ph.D.
Associate Director and Vice President
Readak Educational Services
The Honorable Walter H. McLaughlin, JD’30
Of Counsel, Gilman, McLaughlin & Hannahan
Retired Chief Justice,
Massachusetts Superior Court
The Honorable C. Edward Rowe, JD’26
(Chairman 1974-76)
Retired Justice, District Court of East Franklin
Frank A. Sablone, BSBA’70, EdM’71
Development Officer, Joslin Diabetes Center
David J. Saliba, Esq., AA’49, JD’52
Attorney at Law
Paul T. Smith, Esq., JD’37, LLM’38
Law Offices of Paul T. Smith

Trustees Emeriti
Rexford A. Bristol
Chairman, Executive Committee
The Foxboro Company
Thomas A. Fulham
President Emeritus, Suffolk University
Joseph P. Graham, Esq.
Attorney at Law, Lee & Graham
Joseph Schneider, Esq.
Attorney at Law, Boston
George C. Seybolt (Chairman 1966-70)
Chairman of the Board
Biomass Energy Corporation
Law School
Alumni Association
Board of Directors
Leonard N. Augello, AA'49, JD'52
Nicholas Barbadoro, JD'38
Marianne B. Bowler, JD'76
Harold Cohen, JD'55
Charles N. Collatos, JD'64
MaryAnn Driscoll, JD'74, President
Arnold E. Johnson, JD'56
Joseph W. Kane, JD'70
Joseph P. McDonough, JD'40
Thomas J. McGrimley, JD'56, Vice President
Keesler H. Montgomery, JD'50, LLM'61
Arthur T. Murphy, JD'38
Paula O'Brien-Killion, JD'74, Clerk
Paul R. Tierney, JD'64
Diane C. Tillotson, JD'78

General
Alumni Association
Board of Directors
James M. Brown, BS'78
Janis Chalas, BS'79, MBA'81
Robert E. Coughlin, AB'73, EdM'74,
MBA'82, President
Patrick H. Dwyer, BSBA'62, EdM'70
Anthony F. Farma, BS '77, MS '82
Mary R. Ferris, AB'73, Vice President
Susan M. Gryglík, BSBA'78, Clerk
John G. Hommel, BSBA'72, JD'76
John D. McCarthy, BSBA'62, MBA'69
John J. McGonagle, BS'75
James P. Moriarty, AB'77, JD'82
Carolyn E. Powers, BS'79
John J. Sicuso, BSBA'81
Christopher C. Spinazzola, AB'76
Roland E. Vanaria, D.D.S., BS'70

MBA/MPA
Alumni Association
Board of Directors
Michael L. Backer, Exec. MBA'77, Clerk
Douglas R. Baird, BSBA'71, MBA'75
Richard Bradley, MPA'80
Paula Corman, MBA '80
Robert P. Edson, BSBA'67, MBA'72
Frank M. Kemp, MBA'78, Vice President
Patricia Kindregan, MPA'77
John W. Licorish, MBA'72
Mary Lou Mottola, MBA'79
William R. Moulton, MBA'80, President
Vincent Polito, BSBA'59, MBA'64
Valerie Russo, MBA'82
Robert F. Ryan, BSBA'68, MBA'77
Rodney C. Schoenland, MBA'78
Robert P. Zickell, Jr. MBA'73